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Summary: 
Georg Iggers born in Hamburg, Germany in December 1926; describes childhood in a middle 
class family; discusses photos of his family; mother experienced health issues; did not have a 
happy family life; started school in April 1933, day after Jewish boycott began; attended a non-
Jewish school, was uncomfortable with his middle class status; at that time anti-semitism wasn’t 
quite as strong in Hamburg; describes teacher who was simultaneously kind to him but also a 
committed Nazi; discusses shift in school as Nazism grew; began to see anti-semitism 
propaganda; gradual sense of segregation; students became more involved in Nazism; Georg 
became more of a zionist; describes shame of being from a middle class family, preferred work 
done by hand; he belonged to Jewish youth movement Mizrah; became very religious; October 
1936 his parents took him out of public school; parents wanted to stay in Germany until spring of 
1936 when Hitler remilitarized the Rhineland in violation of Treaty of Versaille; In March 1938 
his father went on a tour of the US, while in New York he connected with local family member 
and then half year later Georg’s family received visas to come to New York; lots of tension 
between himself and his parents; 1937 his parents sent him to Jewish orphanage; had good 
relationship between teachers and students; stayed there until 3 weeks before his family 
emigrated; discusses survival of most of his relatives; on father’s side a cousin died in 
Auschwitz; Uncle and aunt survived Bergen-Belsen camp; describes emigration to the US in 
1939; describes moving from New York to Richmond, Virginia; describes cultural differences of 
Germany and US; made friends due to the Civil Rights Movement, was shocked by the 
segregation in Richmond; describes returning to Hamburg years later. 
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